**The line**

Baltic Line is a traditional liner service sailing between Finland, Baltic States, Poland, Denmark and Norway. Baltic Line has experience of operating at Baltic and North Sea with ice strengthened fleet for over 30 years.

**The company**

Line is run by Baltic Line AS having headquarters in Stavanger, Norway. Baltic Line AS is part of DSD Group which is established in 1855. Other sister companies to Baltic Line AS are Tline, Nordo and DDS-shipping. For further information please visit: www.dsd.no

Baltic Line Finland Oy is general and sales agent for the line in Finland and Baltic Sea area. Baltic Line Finland Oy has headquarters in Port of Turku, Finland.

**The service**

Baltic Line is capable to carry any cargo which can be handled by cranes or forklifts. Vessels can also load dry bulk cargoes.

In addition to the sea carriage from port to port, Baltic Line offers a wide range of value added logistics services such as warehousing, customs clearance and doordoctor trucking. Furthermore the company has wide experience of project forwarding for very demanding high and heavy cargoes.

**Cargoes**

- Steel products and metals: Coils, bars, sheets, alloys and plates.
- Forest products: Boards, paper, timber and pulp.
- Chemicals (also hazardous): Pallets and big bags.
- Containers: Dry, bulk and tank containers 20'/30'/40'/45'
- Boats: High and heavy project cargo:
  - Tanks, ships, house modules, transformers, diesel engines, propeller thrusters, steel constructions, wind mill components etc.
- Dry bulk cargoes on spot basis: Woodchips, pulp logs and pellets.

**Baltic Line weekly master schedule**

Spot cargoes from 500 tons up to 4000 tons can be carried on request between any ports within Baltic Line’s operating area.

**For quotations and bookings please contact:**

- Baltic Line AS
  - Børehagen 1
  - P.O. Box 848
  - N-4604 Stavanger, Norway
  - Tel: +47 51845600
  - operationen@balticline.no
  - www.balticline.no

- Baltic Line Finland Oy
  - Baltic Line Finland Oy
  - Kuljetuskatu 33
  - FI-20000 Turku, Finland
  - Tel: +358 207 991 455
  - sales@balticline.fi / bookings@balticline.fi
  - www.balticline.fi

**The fleet**

Baltic Line operates with vessel sizes from 1200 dwt up to 4500 dwt.

Baltic Line fleet consist of ice-strengthened side port vessels with tween decks. The vessel type enables the line to combine various kinds of cargoes in a cost effective way.

**m/v Baltic Madonna - Stowage plan**

Vessels are equipped by own forklifts and lashing & securing material, also for lashing & securing of high and heavy cargoes. Crew will provide ship side work if allowed by the port practice.